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Chapter 1 : Dungeons & Dragons and Pathfinder RPG Character Sheets - ADnD Downloads
The DnD 5e Fillable character sheet form had different options to fill details about to create your own character for your
personal use. If you want to see what kind of details it had in it, You have to get the DnD 5e character sheet fillable pdf
then you can follow the below steps.

You can print a blank Character Sheet and fill it out by hand using these instructions. If you fill it out on your
computer, the boxes that will be filled in for you are shown in red. You might prefer a character sheet with
more pages and class feature sheets. You can download them here. The instructions are the same. If you make
multiple copies of your character sheet enter the version number here. Whatever you enter here will also be
entered on all of the other sheets. This is you Campaign: This is the name of the campaign. The date that you
create this character. Your character starts off at first level and with 0 experience points. You will be earning
experience points as you adventure. Your DM will tell you how many experience points your character earned
at the end of each different adventure, and occasionally more often. You can keep a running total here. This is
how many experience points you need to advance to the next level. Refer to the table in the PHB. You need
points to advance from first level to second level. Whatever name you enter here will also be entered on all of
the other sheets. Check with the DM first, he may not have all these races in his campaign world. Your
character can be any alignment you choose but your DM may not allow evil aligned player characters. The
possible alignments are: M or F â€”your choice, there is no in-game advantage to either sex. You start out at
level 1. For multi-class characters, this is the total of all their levels in all of their classes. If filling this out on
your computer, many of the fields on the sheet will be filled in when you enter a number here. Gnomes and
Halflings are small S , all other standard races are medium M. Enter the age of your character here. Select any
height that is appropriate for your race. Select any weight that is appropriate for your race. This is the number
of feet you can move in one combat round. If your character is wearing heavy armor, and his strength score is
less than the minimum listed for that armor, his speed is reduced by This is your initiative modifier. Unless
you have some feature or ability that affects this, your initiative modifier is the same as your Dexterity
modifier. This number will be added to your initiative modifier. For each ability, the modifier is determined by
subtracting 10 from the ability score and then dividing the result by 2 rounding down. Or you can simply look
it up on the table in the PHB. This is the saving throw modifier for each ability. This is typically a proficiency
you get because of your race. If you are proficient, check the small box and add your proficiency bonus see
below to the ability modifier to get your saving throw modifier. If wearing light armor add your Dex modifier.
Note that if your Dexterity modifier is negative, it lowers your armor class. At first level this will be the
highest roll of your hit dice see below plus your Constitution modifier. Here you enter the type of hit die your
character uses and the number of hit die of that type you have. At first level your character has 1 hit die. As
your character takes damage, he loses hit points. You can use this box to track the damage. You lose these
before you lose regular hit points. You lose any remaining temporary hit points after finishing a long rest. You
have one hit die for each level. You can use this space to keep track of the number of hit die you have left to
use for healing. After a long rest, you regain a number of hit die equal to half your total number of them, or a
minimum of one hit die. When you start your turn with 0 hit points you make a death saving throw. You must
roll 1d20 and on a roll of 10 or higher you succeed, otherwise you fail. On your third success you become
stable, on your third failure you die. A role of 1 counts as two failures. A roll of 20 means that you are no
longer dying and you regain 1 hit point. You can use this space to track your progress. List any conditions
where you get advantage. For example if you are a dwarf, you have advantage on saving throws against
poison. For example if your character is small size S then you have disadvantage when using heavy weapons.
Remove the check when you use it. Your DM can award your character inspiration, typically for good or
entertaining roll playing. If you have inspiration, you can spend it to get advantage on any attack roll, saving
throw, or ability check. You can give up your inspiration to another character if you think he deserves is. Your
DM will tell you when your character is susceptible to a level of exhaustion. This number will be added to
your passive perception modifier. Your character will have proficiency in certain skills. For each skill he is
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proficient in, place a check in the box by that skill. Add your proficiency bonus to the associated ability
modifier to determine the bonus you apply to these skill checks. For each skill that your character has a double
proficiency for, put a check in the little [x2] box to the right of that skill name. Double your proficiency bonus
and add that to the associated ability modifier. This adds half your proficiency bonus, rounded down, to ability
checks you are not proficient in. List any ability or other saves such as poison for example where your
character would receive a proficiency bonus to his saving throw. If your character is proficient in the use of
any types of tools, list them here. List the type of weapons your character is proficient with. List the type of
armor your character is proficient with. If your character is a rogue you can enter extra damage he does on a
sneak attack. This will be 1d6 at first level. If your character is a barbarian you can enter the number of times
he can rage between long rests. This will be 2 at first level. If your character is a monk you can enter the
number of ki points you have available between short or long rests. At 2nd level you get 2. If your character is
a monk you can enter the amount of damage you do with an unarmed strike or monk weapon. This will be 1d4
at first level. If you have more weapons than this you can print additional sheets. Note that if you are filling
this out on a computer, the calculated fields for this weapon will remain blank until you enter some text on this
line. For example, you may want to indicate if it is a Light weapon, or list other weapon properties, or a
description, or a name. Melee weapons have a reach of 5 ft. Weapons that can be thrown and all ranged
weapons have a normal and maximum range. Most melee weapons use your Strength modifier, and most
range weapons use your Dexterity modifier. If it is a melee weapon with the Finesse property, you can choose
to use your Dexterity modifier. If it is a range weapon with the Thrown property, you can choose to use your
Strength modifier. Check the box next to the ability you will be using. If you have proficiency with this
weapon. Check this small box and enter your proficiency bonus in the large box. Enter the appropriate ability
modifier in this box. If the weapon receives a magic adjustment, enter this in both the attack and damage rows.
Add up all the attack adjustments and enter the total here. You will add this bonus to your attack rolls.
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Character Sheets. 5e real time character sheet (Google Drive powered) Old School 5th Edition Character Sheet;
Form-fillable Character Sheet; Spell Sorters and Sheets.

Concentration Some spells require you to maintain Concentration in order to keep their magic active. If you
lose Concentration , such a spell ends. If a spell must be maintained with Concentration , that fact appears in
its Duration entry, and the spell specifies how long you can concentrate on it. You can end Concentration at
any time no action required. The following factors can break concentration: Casting another spell that requires
Concentration. You lose Concentration on a spell if you cast another spell that requires Concentration.
Whenever you take damage while you are concentrating on a spell, you must make a Constitution saving
throw to maintain your Concentration. The DC equals 10 or half the damage you take, whichever number is
higher. Being Incapacitated or killed. You lose Concentration on a spell if you are Incapacitated or if you die.
Unless a spell has a perceptible effect, a creature might not know it was targeted by a spell at all. Targeting
Yourself If a spell Targets a creature of your choice, you can choose yourself, unless the creature must be
hostile or specifically a creature other than you. If you are in the area of effect of a spell you cast, you can
target yourself. Areas of Effect Spells such as Burning Hands and Cone of Cold cover an area, allowing them
to affect multiple creatures at once. The rules for each shape specify how you position its point of Origin.
Typically, a point of Origin is a point in space, but some spells have an area whose Origin is a creature or an
object. To block one of these imaginary lines, an obstruction must provide total cover. Cone A cone extends in
a direction you choose from its point of Origin. The circle must either be on the ground or at the height of the
spell effect. The energy in a Cylinder expands in straight lines from the point of Origin to the perimeter of the
circle, forming the base of the Cylinder. Line A line extends from its point of Origin in a straight path up to its
length and covers an area defined by its width. The spell specifies the ability that the target uses for the save
and what happens on a success or failure. Attack Rolls Some spells require the caster to make an Attack roll to
determine whether the spell effect hits the intended target. Most spells that require Attack rolls involve
Ranged Attacks. The Schools of Magic Academies of magic group spells into eight categories called schools
of magic. Scholars, particularly wizards, apply these categories to all spells, believing that all magic functions
in essentially the same way, whether it derives from rigorous study or is bestowed by a deity. The schools of
magic help describe spells; they have no rules of their own, although some rules refer to the schools.
Abjuration Abjuration spells are protective in Nature , though some of them have aggressive uses. They create
magical barriers, negate harmful effects, harm trespassers, or banish creatures to Other Planes of existence.
Conjuration Conjuration spells involve the transportation of Objects and creatures from one location to
another. Some conjurations create Objects or effects out of nothing. Divination spells reveal information,
whether in the form of secrets long forgotten, glimpses of the future, the locations of hidden things, the truth
behind illusions, or visions of distant people or places. Enchantment Enchantment spells affect the minds of
others, influencing or controlling their behavior. Such spells can make enemies see the caster as a friend, force
creatures to take a course of action, or even control another creature like a puppet. Evocation Evocation spells
manipulate magical energy to produce a desired effect. Some call up blasts of fire or lightning. Others channel
positive energy to heal wounds. Illusion Illusion spells deceive the Senses or minds of others. They cause
people to see things that are not there, to miss things that are there, to hear phantom noises, or to remember
things that never happened. Some illusions create phantom images that any creature can see, but the most
insidious illusions plant an image directly in the mind of a creature. Necromancy Necromancy spells
manipulate the energies of life and death. Such spells can grant an extra reserve of life force, drain the life
energy from another creature, create the Undead , or even bring the dead back to life. Creating the Undead
through the use of necromancy spells such as Animate Dead is not a good act, and only evil casters use such
spells frequently. Transmutation Transmutation spells change the properties of a creature, object, or
Environment. Combining Magical Effects The effects of different spells add together while the durations of
those spells overlap. Instead, the most potent effectâ€”such as the highest bonusâ€”from those castings applies
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while their durations overlap.
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Chapter 3 : Tools for 5e Spellcasters! ~ DnD Online Collective
For the past week or so, I've been working on creating a form-fillable PDF Spell Sheet for Dungeons and Dragons 5e.
Obviously, we have the complete sheet that WotC released here. However, there isn't enough room for all of a
character's spells to fit if they're a class like the Druid, which has access to every spell on their spell list.

Please log in to add or reply to comments. Ellen S October 01, 3: For bolding, italics, etc. Ahsan R September
06, 6: Each of these are blank, form-fillable versions of the cards at each spell level. Mark L June 12, 4:
Matthew P June 12, 7: Ryan L May 19, 9: Just take the time to use the blank versions to create the missing
spells you need. Peter F May 08, Matthew P May 10, Please get back to me and we can sort something out
there. Peter F May 15, 8: Thanks for getting back to me the same day, I really appreciated that you took the
time to do that. Zachery T April 23, If you could make the description box text virable so it would shrink to
make room for longer spells they would be absolutely perfect. Thomas B March 29, 7: The cards are really
THAT good - well, for me they are. Fairly no-frills, without being boring or frugal. Having them individually
so I can combine them to individual spell books: All in all, great work. I clearly bought it twice and even the
buying dialog tells me, I already bought this, and my comment lists me as "purchaser"? Thomas B March 29,
9: Francis G March 10, 1: I love this cards. Do you know if there is a way to make the font in the description
space smaller? It seems to have a specific character count maximum whereas other form fillable pdfs will
automatically reduce the size of the font to fit the space. Is this possible for your cards? Cameron M October
18, 1: For the blanks, would it be possible to get a non-class specific template or something along those lines?
The first is that the blank template has the HUGE banner with all the check boxes for the classes, which
obviously does not apply to the Blood Hunter. The second is that the names of the Blood Curses are relatively
long and run beyond the field length essentially "behind" the class banner. Thanks for the great work on these.
Let me know what you See more think of my suggestion! Matthew P October 20, Mark L June 23, 6: The
cleric cantrip Spare the Dying is missing. Wish I could add a picture of it. Eivind O June 20, 1:
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Chapter 4 : Spell index for Dungeons and Dragons 5e, a D&D tool from DND-Spells
A place to discuss the latest version of Dungeons & Dragons, to the spell sheet included in the 5e character sheet spell
sheet awhile back myself, it's form.

You might want to have the book handy as you read! Can a spell with an attack roll be used as the attack in the
Attack action or as part of the Extra Attack feature? The short answer is no. If you want to cast a spell on your
turn, you take the Cast a Spell action. That feature specifically relies on the Attack action, not the Cast a Spell
action or any other action. Can you use a melee spell attack to make an opportunity attack? When a creature
triggers an opportunity attack from you, you can use your reaction to make a melee attack against it. Each
spell has a casting time. The War Caster feat is an example of a feature that does let you bypass a 1-action
casting time to cast a spell in place of an opportunity attack. A few monsters can make opportunity attacks
with melee spell attacks. The banshee can, therefore, make opportunity attacks with Corrupting Touch. What
level is a spell if you cast it without a spell slot? Such a spell is cast at its lowest possible level, which is the
level that appears near the top of its description. Unless you have a special ability that says otherwise, the only
way to increase the level of a spell is to expend a higher-level spell slot when you cast it. Here are some
examples: That casting of hold monster is, therefore, 5th level, which is the lowest possible level for that spell.
This rule is true for player characters and monsters alike, which is why the innate spellcasters in the Monster
Manual must cast an innate spell at its lowest possible level. Does a spell consume its material components?
Does it have to be included in the somatic component? If a spell has a somatic component, you can use the
hand that performs the somatic component to also handle the material component. She likes to wade into
melee combat with a mace in one hand and a shield in the other. She uses the holy symbol as her spellcasting
focus, so she needs to have the shield in hand when she casts a cleric spell that has a material component. If
the spell, such as aid, also has a somatic component, she can perform that component with the shield hand and
keep holding the mace in the other. If she had the War Caster feat, she could ignore this restriction. Can a
spellcaster dismiss a spell after casting it? You can email rules questions to him at sageadvice wizards.
Chapter 5 : Spells | D&D 5th Edition on Roll20 Compendium
updated: 5e Form fillable D&D next character sheet with spell caster option Here is the character sheet I'm using for my
home game with form fallible/layers for spell casters and non-spell casters.

Chapter 6 : Spellcasting Sheet - Point Variant - Dungeon Masters Guild | Dungeon Masters Guild
Filling in the 5E Character Sheet Box by Box These instructions are for use with the character sheet you can download
HERE. You can print a blank Character Sheet and fill it out by hand using these instructions.

Chapter 7 : donjon; 5e Spell Sheet
D&D 5e. Spell Sheet; Monster List; 5e Spell Sheet. Class Level School Ritual Casting Time Components Concentration
Source Name Level School Ritual Casting Time.

Chapter 8 : Character Sheets | Dungeons & Dragons
D&D 5e(5th Edition) Character sheet Fillable Form PDF This sheet can be used for filling your 5th edition character
sheet. In this, you can able to fill the character name, strength, and other options.

Chapter 9 : The Rules of Spellcasting | Dungeons & Dragons
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Includes a full set of fifth edition D&D character sheets, plus three additional styles of double-sided character sheets.
Each character sheet provides plenty of room to keep track of everything that makes a character unique. Also included
is an introductory character sheet designed specifically to.
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